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Aim and Strategy
To provide a total return (income and capital growth)
after costs and before tax, above the MSCI All Country
World Index (net dividends reinvested) on a rolling five
-year basis. The portfolio invests primarily in
international shares diversified by region, industry and
company type and is managed using a responsible
investment approach. The portfolio may also invest a
portion of its assets in emerging markets. In certain
market conditions, the portfolio may hold a higher level
of cash (see additional information about Responsible
Investment Leaders for more information).

Investment Option Performance

www.amp.com.au/performance
To view the latest investment performances for each
product, please visit

Investment Option Overview

Investment category Global Shares

Suggested minimum investment
timeframe

Relative risk rating

Investment style

Manager style

5 years

High

Active

Multi-manager

Asset Allocation Benchmark (%)

International shares 100

Cash 0

Actual Allocation %

International Shares 98.15

Australian Shares 0.03

Listed Property and Infrastructure 1.32

Cash 0.50

Sector Allocation %

Financials 20.87

Information Technology 19.28

Consumer Discretionary 15.20

Health Care 13.95

Industrials 13.38

Communication Services 6.38

Materials 4.90

Consumer Staples 4.19

Real Estate 1.32

Cash 0.53

Top Holdings %

Sony Group Corp 3.29

HDFC Bank Ltd 2.63

Alphabet Inc 2.41

Visa Inc 2.37

Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc 2.11

Home Depot Inc/The 1.83

Samsung Electronics Co Ltd 1.77

Microsoft Corp 1.76

Novo Nordisk A/S 1.75

Amazon.com Inc 1.73

https://www.amp.com.au


Region Allocation %

North America 47.84

Europe ex UK 25.51

Asia ex Japan 11.26

Japan 10.47

United Kingdom 4.38

Cash 0.50

Australasia 0.03



Fund Performance
The Fund produced another strong quarter of performance, outperforming the benchmark (before fees) for the
period. Both our underlying managers produced positive absolute returns, with Boston Partners slightly
underperforming the benchmark, while C World Ethical outperformed.

Stock selection drove the outperformance, while asset allocation was slightly negative. Developed-market holdings
contributed most to the return, though emerging-market holdings also added value. On a regional basis, the
portfolio's Japanese holdings were the largest contributors to relative performance, though US stock holdings also
played a major role. A holding in Danish pharmaceutical company Novo Nordisk was a significant positive
contributor amid strong drug sales momentum, as was a holding in Dutch multinational bank ING Groep, where
shares rose leading up to an announcement of a €1.7 billion share buyback programme at quarter end.

On an industry sector basis, selection in the consumer discretionary sector was the largest contributor to the
relative return, with a holding in Sony Group being a major contributor, as the stock rose strongly amid merger and
acquisition activity in the global music sector.

Environmental Social Governance
During the September quarter, underlying international equities manager, CWorldwide, participated in Sony's
annual ESG briefing. A key focus for Sony is recycling, both for packaging and products. Sony wants to reduce the
use of plastic and has thus developed a new composite material called Original Blended Material, a durable paper
that can be recycled and used for new packaging. Additionally, Sony is currently testing a recycled plastic, Sorplas,
to be used for its Bravia TVs. Sorplas consists of 99% recycled materials, where standard plastics used for
electronics has around 30%. However, an area where the manager sees room for improvement is in supply chain
management. Despite being one of the best in class, Sony could do more in markets such as in China and
Malaysia. The collaborative partnership, Know The Chain, highlights in its latest benchmark report that Sony does
not disclose engagement with affected stakeholders nor remedy outcomes for workers, an area they will address
further with Sony in coming meetings.
Our other underlying equities manager, Boston Partners, engaged with diversified bank holding company Fifh Third
Bancorp. The manager asked about climate change risk management, with the company noting that they are
working with third parties to collect data on which sectors pose the greatest climate risks and should expand
reporting with their updated Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) report next year. The
company also noted its participation in the Partnership for Carbon Accounting Financials, which is a global initiative
created by the financial sector that enables financial institutions to measure and disclose the greenhouse gas
emissions financed by loans and investments.
Also on the topic of climate change, Boston Partners engaged with NXP Semiconductors, a manufacturing
company focussed on the automotive industry. NXP Semiconductors shared their plans to create goals for carbon
neutrality, which will include related compensation incentives for executives to reach those goals. The company
asked about reporting and standardisation of ESG methods and the manager noted the Global Reporting Initiative
and Sustainability Accounting Standards Board standards as the most comprehensive current reporting methods,
and recommended TCFD as a supplemental report to evaluate climate risks and opportunities.

Market Review
International shares posted another quarter of gains, rising by 0.58% as measured by the MSCI World ex Australia
index during the September quarter. Through July and August, markets remained buoyant driven by global
reopening and the ongoing recovery. Economic and corporate fundamentals continued remained solid, particularly
in the US, where earnings generally surprised on the upside through the 6-monthly reporting season and strong
US employment data was released. Central banks, including the Fed and European Central Bank (ECB) were also
generally quite dovish, suggesting they won't be rushing to remove stimulus too quickly given the current climate.
As the quarter drew on into September however, a marked turn in sentiment was evident, emanating from a
combination of factors including inflation concerns, volatile commodity prices reflecting slowing Chinese demand
for steel, and global supply issues creating turbulence for energy resource prices. Adding further to the bearish turn
in sentiment were solvency concerns with a major Chinese property developer, China Evergrande Group, and the
perceived threat of an international spill-over. In addition, the continued trend towards hawkish statements from
some central banks and short-term fears of a US government shutdown due to the current upcoming debt ceiling
also weighed on markets. Upcoming tax-hikes from the Biden administration added further to the list of worries.



also weighed on markets. Upcoming tax-hikes from the Biden administration added further to the list of worries.
Despite all this however, the global economy remains generally on track in its recovery. Corporate earnings are
growing, social restrictions are being rapidly removed as populations are becoming vaccinated and countries are
opening up. Emerging markets meanwhile fell by 6.69%, as measured by the MSCI Emerging Markets index,
underperforming developed markets amid concerns around Chinese economic growth and regulatory risks, volatile
commodity prices, vaccination challenges and further inflation concerns. (All indices quoted in local currency terms
and on a total-return basis, unless otherwise stated.)

Outlook
The economic backdrop remains complicated. Uncertainty over the persistency of inflationary pressures, ongoing
stimulus packages, the US Federal Reserve's timeline for tapering and stretched valuations in some areas,
continue to muddy the market's interpretation of future events, with a fluid risk on/risk off bias. Thus, the medium-
term outlook for international equities remains difficult to predict. The environment is further complicated by some
supply-demand mismatches, where it is difficult to ascertain with any degree of certainty what will be shorter-term
and what will prove to be more secular in nature. Likely tax hikes from the Biden administration will also impact US
earnings.
With changing consumer dynamics, many companies will likely face challenging conditions for some time yet, while
stronger businesses are likely to emerge post the COVID-19 vaccine implementation with gained market share.
Despite some inflationary concerns, governments generally continue to implement supportive monetary and fiscal
programmes to ease shorter-term economic stress. The hope is that post the vaccine rollout, economies will be
resilient enough to return to sustainable growth relatively quickly. Although the shorter-term environment remains
uncertain, we believe the longer-term trend will remain to the upside. Investors with a diversified portfolio of quality
businesses, bought at a reasonable price, are likely to do well over the longer-term.



Availability
Product Name APIR

AMP Flexible Super - Retirement AMP1374AU**

AMP Flexible Super - Super AMP1503AU**

CustomSuper AMP1036AU**

Flexible Lifetime - Allocated Pension AMP1025AU**

Flexible Lifetime - Investments
(Series 1)

AMP1059AU**

Flexible Lifetime - Investments
(Series 2)

AMP1437AU**

Flexible Lifetime - Super AMP1036AU**

Flexible Lifetime - Term Pension AMP1046AU**

SignatureSuper AMP1068AU**

SignatureSuper - Allocated Pension AMP1173AU**

SuperLeader AMP1884AU**

**Closed to new and existing investors

Contact Details
Web:

Email:

Phone:

www.amp.com.au

askamp@amp.com.au

131 267

What you need to know
This publication has been prepared by AWM Services Pty Limited ABN 15 139 353 496, AFSL No. 366121 (AWM Services). The information contained in this publication has been
derived from sources believed to be accurate and reliable as at the date of this document. Information provided in this investment option update are views of the underlying
investment manager only and not necessarily the views of AMP Limited ABN 49 079 354 519 (AMP Group). No representation is given in relation to the accuracy or completeness of
any statement contained in it. Whilst care has been taken in the preparation of this publication, to the extent permitted by law, no liability is accepted for any loss or damage as a
result of reliance on this information.
The investment option referred to in this publication is available through products issued by N.M. Superannuation Proprietary Ltd ABN 31 008 428 322, AFSL 234654 (NM Super),
AMP Capital Funds Management Limited ABN 15 159 557 721, AFSL 426455 (AMPCFM) and/or ipac asset management limited ABN 22 003 257 225, AFSL 234655 (ipac). Before
deciding to invest or make a decision about the investment options, you should read the current Product Disclosure Statement (PDS) for the relevant product, available from the
issuer or your financial planner.
Any advice in this document is of a general nature only and does not take into account your financial situation, objectives and needs. Before you make any investment decision
based on the information contained in this document you should consider how it applies to your personal objectives, financial situation and needs, or speak to a financial planner. In
providing any general advice, AMP Group receives fees and charges and their employees and directors receive salaries, bonuses and other benefits.
Any references to the "Fund", strategies, asset allocations or exposures are references to the underlying managed fund that the investment option either directly or indirectly invests
in. The investment option's aim and strategy mirrors the objective and investment approach of the underlying fund. An investment in the investment option is not a direct investment
in the underlying fund.
Neither NM Super, AMPCFM, ipac, AWM Services, any other company in the AMP Group nor the underlying fund manager guarantees the repayment of capital or the performance
of any product or particular rate of return referred to in this document, unless expressly stated in the PDS. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance. Any
slight asset allocation deviations from 100% may be caused by rounding, asset categorisation and/or hedging.

http://www.amp.com.au

